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FOREWORD
This document is intended to form the basis of a framework for a Customer Safety Management System
document outlining how customer health and safety issues are addressed in the delivery of the applicable
leisure travel product within TTSS Ltd.
It is intended as a starting point, from which TTSS Ltd will then add and build further detail and content so that
the manual is and continues to be, a ‘live’ document, which will:
•

Provide a clear statement of intent / policy

•

Facilitate a useful level of 'visibility' of approach to managing safety

•

Provide a procedural document for those within the business (employees and managers) to follow,
and for those outside the business to show how we approach customer health and safety, which:

- Sets policy and the planned and systematic approach to implementing the aims of the policy
- Demonstrates how risk profiling is approached; how procedures and standards deliver the plan
and how the plan will be implemented
- Sets out how the business will measure its health and safety performance and how it will
investigate accidents, incidents or near misses
- Sets how the business will review its performance in terms of ‘learning lessons’ from how the
safety management system has delivered on the aims of the policy
•

Provide a document which we can formally review periodically

•

Provide a document against which progress, and development can be audited and measured.

In addition, this document takes Travelopia requirements in to consideration.
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INTRODUCTION
TTSS Ltd recognises that the primary purpose of policies and procedures aimed at effectively managing
customer health and safety is the prevention of accidents and incidents and the protection of customers
from injury, harm or ill health.
However, TTSS Ltd also recognises that effective management of customer health and safety can bring
additional benefits through contributing to business performance in a variety of important ways, including
(in no particular order):
•

Reducing the total cost of risk through preventing and minimising the occurrence of accidents
and injuries and associated litigation, claims and compensation;

•

Ensuring a systematic approach to the identification of risks and the allocation of appropriate
resources to control them;

•

Contributing to the development of a culture supportive of customer health and safety which
is necessary to achieve adequate control over risks;

•

Minimising financial (and other) losses arising from avoidable unplanned events;

•

Recognising that accidents and incidents can result from failings in management control as
well as those of individual employees.

TTSS Ltd recognises that successful customer health and safety management and achieving the above has
several key elements, which are linked to information flow, control and continuous improvements fitting
into the Plan, Do, Check, Act cycle:

• Policy
• Planning

• Reviewing
performance
• Learning Lessons

• Risk profiling
• Organising
• Implementing

Plan

Do

Act

Check
• Measuring
performance
• Investigating
accident/incidents
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•

Plan: establish objectives and processes necessary to deliver results in accordance with the
organisation’s policy.

•

Do: implement the processes as planned.

•

Check: monitor and measure processes against the policy, including its commitments,
objectives and operational controls, and report the results.

•

Act: take actions to continually improve.

This TTSS Ltd Customer Safety Management System document sets out these key elements under these
section headings.
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PHILOSOPHY

Travel is an important part of the student learning experiences. Sport and experiential holidays for children do
by the virtue of the ‘client type’ carry an inherent element of risk. Ensuring the safety of the children who travel
with us, whilst delivering a learning and travel experience that will impact positivity on a child and resonate with
them and their peers for the rest of their lives, remains at the very core of what we do. As an assured member
of the School Travel Forum, we are also committed to ensuring we meet all their requirements.
Whether it’s playing Rugby in South Africa, Netball in Holland or Hockey in South America, the safety of our
clients and staff is of paramount importance and we will work diligently to minimise and control the risks at all
times. We will always use our best endeavours to control risks to a reasonable level, but due to the nature of
our product we cannot guarantee that incidents will not occur.
Through effective supply of information, such as from the Foreign Office & FTO, we will always ensure that
clients are made aware of the potential risks involved and therefore it is implicit that clients who book tours &
events with us have given informed consent to be exposed to those risks. We will always dissuade clients from
travelling with us if they are overly concerned about the level of risk involved.
Organisers of trips for clubs, schools, colleges & universities travelling with us, especially large groups, will be
given the opportunity to visit the destination in advance of travel, to assess the “risks” for themselves, where
possible, if required to do so.
We expect clients to work with us in maintaining their own safety through taking sensible precautions
themselves and always acting in a responsible manner regarding their own safety and that of their travelling
companions and our staff.
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PLAN – POLICY

TTSS Ltd is part of Travelopia and as such recognises that the health and safety policy set at the central level
has a direct bearing on the conduct of our business. Our own policy statement is intended to reflect the
sentiments of those issued by Travelopia and in addition, recognise our own particular business
circumstances. Below is out commitment:

HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT
The Management Team of TTSS Ltd is committed to its legal and moral obligations to provide and maintain
arrangements to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety of all its customers, employees
and others who may be affected by the operations and activities of TTSS Ltd.
It is the aim of TTSS Ltd to:
•

Effectively control risks and prevent harm to people.

•

Set a clear direction for the business to follow by its policy, supported by the most senior level
within the business.

•

Ensure a planned and systematic approach to the management of health and safety.

•

Interpret and establish best health and safety practice.

•

Protect the assets, earnings and reputation of TTSS Ltd.

•

Promote a positive health and safety culture.

To achieve the above aims, TTSS Ltd will ensure:
• All suppliers and travel related risks faced by customers and employees are adequately assessed
• Effective arrangements are in place for planning, organising, controlling, monitoring and reviewing
preventative and protective measures.
• That competent persons are available to help in undertaking the measures needed to fulfil legal and
other health and safety obligations.
• That customers and employees are provided with information on the risks they may face and the
preventative and protective measures that are there to control these risks.

A signed copy of TTSS Ltd.’s Health & Safety Policy Statements are included as Appendix 1.
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PLAN – PLANNING
TTSS Ltd recognises that to have an effective customer safety management system we need to have in
place a planned and systematic approach to implementing customer health and safety policy.
A number of core elements make up this safety management system approach for TTSS Ltd and include the
completion of checklists against recognised standards; risk assessment of data collected; implementation of
risk control systems; ongoing liaison and review with suppliers.
Our objectives are to:
•

Design, develop and implement suitable and proportionate management arrangements, risk
control systems and workplace precautions;

•

Operate and maintain the system while also seeking improvement where needed;

•

Link it to how we manage other aspects of the organisation;

•

Say how things will be done and what resources will be allocated to make things happen;

•

Supply at all times a safe and enjoyable product to our customers.

The policies and procedures applicable to the key services of accommodation, transportation, excursions
and activities provided by TTSS Ltd are detailed below.

Health and Safety/Product and Customer Delivery Journeys
The starting assumption of the ‘journeys’ is that each ‘tour/event product’ has a number of common
elements from both a product delivery and customer delivery point of view.
The product and customer journeys are linked and parallel; but start from different points. However, each
part of both journeys contains customer health and safety related elements and determining what these
are and who is responsible for them is fundamental in getting customer health and safety ‘right’.
The following descriptions provide a brief overview of what is involved at each stage of the journeys,
beginning with product and flowing into customer:
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PRODUCT PATH

DESIGN
- Identifying new destinations and/or activities;
sourcing and assessing new suppliers or
agency/ground handling services,
accommodation, transport and activity and
excursions.
- Enhancing existing products; reviewing
performance of suppliers and learning
lessons.

CUSTOMER PATH

PRE-BOOKING
- What information do customers receive
and/or see before they book?
- Exposure to brochures, websites,
advertisements in magazines, shop windows
etc.

EVALUATION

BOOKING AND PRE-DEPT

- Risk profiling new destinations; risk
assessing new suppliers/products and
reviewing existing suppliers: to include all
aspects of the destination or activity.

- What information do customers receive
and/or see after booking but before travel?
- Safety advice e.g. skiing; advice about
accommodation e.g. balcony height etc.

CONTRACTING

OUTWARD TRAVEL

- Ensure that a contract is in place and signed.
- Suitable clauses relating to health and safety
standards, insurance and service delivery
are included.

- How do customers get safely to their holiday
start point?
- Instructions for joining; means of travel,
airlines, ferries, transfers.
- Contracts in place.

SALES & MARKETING

ACCOMMODATION & ACTIVITIES

- Is the text and imagery used in both
brochures and on websites portraying an
accurate picture of any health and safety
issues associated with the product?
- Are any health and safety restrictions, e.g.
age, health, clearly displayed?

- Management of customer safety on a ‘dayto-day’ basis.
- Responsibilities for customer’s health and
safety.
- Safety standards.
- Incident reporting and resolution.

DELIVERY

INBOUND & ‘AFTER TRAVEL’

- Here is where the ‘Product’ and ‘Customer’
paths overlap most.
- Many of the significant safety elements have
already been considered in the product path,
e.g. health and safety information, warnings
and advice and restrictions.

- Arrangements for customer getting home or
continuing their travels safely.
- Pro-actively capturing feedback,
- Analysing and learning from safety related
feedback
- Disseminating appropriately, information
received.
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Roles and Responsibilities
While the Managing Director of TTSS Ltd has overall responsibility for all aspects of health and safety
throughout the business, responsibilities, accountabilities and authorities for implementing the safety
management system are assigned at all levels.
All employees within TTSS Ltd are responsible for implementing the health and safety policy of TTSS Ltd.
Staff Training
TTSS Ltd ensure that all staff receive appropriate training for their roles so that individuals are both aware
of and competent in, the various customer related health and safety responsibilities that may be part of
their role and will be included in their job description.
Communication
Senior TTSS Ltd Managers, including the TTSS Ltd Managing Director are individually and collectively
responsible for coordinating and monitoring customer health and safety policy implementation and are
responsible for the communication of such and will actively seek to ensure the implementation of customer
health and safety related policy through the promotion of a pro-active health and safety culture.
Incident Management Plans
TTSS Ltd maintains a comprehensive Incident Management Plan separate to this customer safety
management system document, in which all related incident handling protocols, policies and procedures
are detailed.
Incident Reporting
All incidents relating to customers are logged.
Child Protection Policy
TTSS Ltd will ensure the safety and protection of all children involved in its activities through adherence to
the Child Protection guidelines adopted.
Supplier Contracts
TTSS Ltd recognises that the suppliers we choose to work with form a key part of our safety management
system.
Supplier selection to be carried out by the TTSS Contracting Team based on destination and suitability for
sports tour operating, available hotels and services.
Insurance
TTSS Ltd recognises that the suppliers we choose to work with form a key part of our safety management
system. All suppliers are to hold the relevant cover for services supplied.
Data Protection
TTSS Ltd complies with relevant data protection legislation, particularly with the requirement to ensure
that there are adequate technical and security measures in place.
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Health and Safety Preferred Standards
TTSS Ltd is part of the Travelopia Group which is a member of the Federation of Tour Operators (FTO) and as
such, adopts the Preferred Codes of Practice outlined in the ‘FTO Health & Safety Technical Guide.’ This guidance
covers several aspects of accommodation health and safety, including fire, hygiene, swimming pool, and general
safety.
In setting standards, United Kingdom national legislation is considered to develop best practice standards. The
country of destination legislation is also considered when known.

Accreditation Compliance
TTSS Ltd has Assured Membership of the School Travel Forum & Learning Outside the Classroom. Copies of
the Certifications can be found in Appendix 2 & 3.
Sources of information
TTSS Ltd will actively seek to elicit customer health and safety information from as wide a variety of sources
as is possible and practical. Within the business this will include, but not be necessarily limited to:
www.travelopia.com
Travelopia intranet provides details of company health and safety policies, guidance documents
and templates.
www.fco.gov.uk
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office provides data on security and travel advice within each
country.
www.fto.co.uk
The Federation of Tour Operators provides guidance for crisis handling, health and safety,
sustainable tourism and operational issues.
www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/activities/surveillance/ELDSNet/Pages/Index.aspx
European Legionnaires’ Disease Surveillance Network (ELDSNet) provides details of legionella
cluster notifications within the European Union.
https://travel.state.gov/content/passports/en/country.html
The State Department’s Office of American Citizens Services and Crisis Management (ACS)
administers the Consular Information Program, which informs the public of conditions abroad
which may affect their safety and security.
www.nathnac.org
NaTHNac (The National Travel Health Network and Centre) provides health information for
travellers.
www.who.int/en/
World Health Organisation provides details on international health and provides guidance on
preventative measures.
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www.schooltravelforum.com/
School Travel Forum is a not for profit organisation of leading school tour operators that
promotes good practice and safety in school travel.
www.oeap.info/
Outdoor Education Advisors Panel provides National Guidance for the management of outdoor
learning, off-site visits and learning outside the classroom.
www.fmcsa.dot.gov/
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Information based in the US who are the lead federal government
agency responsible for regulating and providing safety oversight of commercial motor vehicles.
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DO – RISK PROFILING
TTSS Ltd understands that to effectively manage the safety of our customer we need to have a systematic
approach to ensuring our Health & Safety Policy is implemented in our global operations. Alongside this
our aim is to ensure we comply with all legal requirements and to implement procedures for dealing with
emergency situations.
To achieve this, we:
1.

Designed, developed and implemented suitable management and risk control systems to
ensure risks are reduced to as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP).

2.

Operate and maintain the system while also seeking improvement where needed.

3.

Linking it to how we manage other aspects of the organisation.

Many different components will be covered in our safety management system approach for TTSS Ltd
including:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Insurance
Accommodation Standards
Transport Standards
Events Standards
Visit Code of Contract
Escalation Policy
Pre-Tour Inspection Visits
Minimum Standards – Guiding Principals
Aviation Policy

Under the STF Code of Practice, the below have specific guidelines which are applicable to our business and
you can refer to Annexes 4, 5 & 6 for these.
▪ Excursions including Adventurous Activities
▪ Home Hosting
▪ Sports Tours
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CHECK – MEASURING PERFORMANCE
There are a number of methods used by TTSS Ltd to monitor the achievement (or not) of the policies,
procedures and standards we set for ourselves. Some of these are pro-active and some reactive.
Pro-Active Monitoring
The Head of Health & Safety completes a quarterly Health and Safety Report for Senior Management.

Reactive Monitoring
There are principally two methods by which re-active monitoring processes are instigated:
The first is following an incident / accident.
The second is when un-solicited feedback from customers is received, subsequent to a trip being
completed and the customer having returned home and then decided to communicate concerns.

CHECK – INVESTIGATING ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS
Accidents/Incidents
These will be reported on in the manner specified in the Incident/Emergency procedures manual and the
business will always use its best endeavours to secure and maintain customers’ health and safety in the
event of an incident or accident.
Accident Data
Details of all accidents are recorded so that they can be reviewed; and any trends identified and the cause
rectified.
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ACT – REVIEWING PERFORMANCE
Senior Management and Board Meetings
The Managing Director of TTSS Ltd will ensure that customer health & safety features as a regular topic at
Board meetings.
Review of Safety Management System
Arrangements are to be made by the Head of Health & Safety of TTSS Ltd to have an internal audit of the
SMS undertaken by Argent H&S to ensure continued assured status with the School Travel Forum &
Learning Outside the Classroom Organisations.
To ensure the information in this Safety Management System is correct and current TTSS Ltd will undertake
an annual review of its content.
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ACT – LESSONS LEARNT
When things go wrong, improvement can only come from understanding why something happen; looking
for the root cause of the incident and then acting to remedy any issues i.e. learning the lesson. We
appreciate that we need to look not only with our business, but also further afield to similar businesses.

Learning Lessons
Learning lessons is key to improving the management of health and safety within our business.
We will act on:
•

The findings of accident investigations and near misses within our business, within the wider
Travelopia group and on those that occur within similar businesses.

•

The findings from our monitoring, auditing and review processes.

We will endeavour to find the root causes of incidents; learn the lessons and then communicate the
remedies around the business.

Sharing the Information
As part of a global business we appreciate the need to share any lessons learnt amongst Travelopia.
Wider World
As a business we will monitor ‘the press’ for cases that may highlight issues that may affect us and the way
in which we work:
•

The Coroner and Inquests
One of the Coroner’s primary functions is to establish whether it is necessary to make any
recommendations for action to prevent future deaths. If a customer dies and an inquest is
held, then the findings on action to prevent future deaths can impact our business, even if the
casualty was not one of our customers.

•

Court Reporting
When court cases are reported they may contain information that will have an impact on our
business. Court reporting demonstrates how the court is interpreting legislation and we need
to ensure we keep abreast of such cases.

We need to ensure that lessons are learnt from information provided by both the above sources.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1 – HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY STATEMENTS
TTSS LTD HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT
EDWIN DORAN SPORTS TOURS HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT
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APPENDIX 2 – STF CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
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APPENDIX 3 – LOtC CERTIFICATE
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APPENDIX 4 – STF HOME HOSTING ANNEX
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APPENDIX 5 – STF EXCURSION SAFETY MANAGEMENT ANNEX
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